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Motivation Policy Learning in Robotics
 Learning in Computer Vision

How do we scale up learning for robotics? 

Many different answers, but today, scaling up 
robot learning through egocentric videos.



Egocentric Videos

• We do it as adults
• Children:

• Early imitation in children, as young as a few hours / days
• Proto-referential imitation

• New Caledonian crows

How can we use such videos to learn policies for robots?



Motivation
Policy Learning from Interaction

• Challenging to specify reward functions
• Impractically large sample complexity
• Learning signal derived solely from interaction
• Poor generalization due to lack of visual 

diversity in training, sim2real transfer

• Large diversity may provide good generalization.
• Demonstrations may directly show how to solve 

long horizon tasks. 
• Depict what the world is like, and how it works.

How can egocentric videos aid?



Motivation

• Large diversity may provide good generalization.
• Demonstrations may directly show how to solve 

long horizon tasks. 
• Depict what the world is like, and how it works.

How can egocentric videos aid?



Social Learning
What all can we learn?

High-level plans

YouCook2 Dataset: http://youcook2.eecs.umich.edu/



Social Learning
What all can we learn?

High-level semantic priors

Finding a bathroom in a new restaurant

Learn by mining spatial co-occurrences from online videos

Semantic Visual Navigation by Watching YouTube Videos Matthew Chang, Arjun Gupta, Saurabh Gupta. NeurIPS, 2020



Social Learning
What all can we learn?

Environmental affordances (third-person time-lapse)People Watching 3

  
(d) 3D room 

geometry hypotheses

(e) Final 3D scene understanding(b) Poses (potentially 
aggregated over time)

(c) Estimates of 
functional surfaces

...

Sittable surfaces

Walkable 
surfaces

Sitting

(a) Action and Pose Detections

Fig. 2 Overview of the proposed approach. We propose the use of both appearance and human action cues for estimating
single-view geometry. Given an input image or set of input images taken by a fixed camera, we estimate human poses in each
image (a), yielding a set of human-scene interactions (b), which we aggregate over time (for time-lapses). We use these to
to infer functional surfaces (c) in the scene, such as sittable (red) and walkable (blue). We simultaneously generate room
hypotheses (d) from appearance cues alone. We then select a final room hypothesis and infer the occupied space in the 3D
scene using both appearance and human action cues.

tion has been evaluated on datasets containing exactly
zero people. Given that humans and their activities are
often the primary motivation for documenting scenes
and that human scenes are constructed for humans, this
seems unnatural. This work aims to demonstrate that
humans are not a nuisance, but rather another valuable
source of constraints.

Other work on the interface between humans and
image understanding has mostly focused on modeling
these constraints at a semantic level [11,23,50]. For ex-
ample, drinking and cups are functionally related and
therefore joint recognition of the two should improve
performance. Semantic-level constraints have been also
shown to improve object discovery and recognition [18,
41,50], action recognition [11,12,23,35], and pose esti-
mation [22,54]. Recently Delaitre et al. [10] proposed
the use of poses for semantic segmentation of scenes;
like ours, their work also uses poses as a cue, but it
solves the complementary problem of giving each pixel
in an image a semantic label (e.g., chair), not improving
estimates of 3D scene geometry.

In this paper we specifically focus on modeling re-
lationships at a physical level between humans and 3D
scene geometry. In this domain, most earlier work has
focused on using geometry to infer human-centric infor-
mation [20,25], or the question “what can a human do
with a given 3D model”. For instance, Gupta et al. [25]
argued that functional questions such as “Where can I
sit?” are more important than categorizing objects by

name, and used estimated 3D geometry in images to
infer Gibsonian a↵ordances [19], or “opportunities for
interaction” with the environment. Jiang et al. [31] used
the sizes and poses of humans to infer human-object af-
fordances from 3D scenes containing no humans.

Our work focuses on the inverse of the problem ad-
dressed in [20,25]: we want to observe human actors,
infer their poses and then use the functional constraints
from these poses to improve 3D scene understanding.
Our goal is to harness the recent advances in person de-
tection and pose estimation [1,4,14,32,53], and design a
method to improve single-view indoor geometry estima-
tion. Even though the building blocks of this work, hu-
man pose estimation and 3D image understanding, are
by no means perfect, we show that they can be robustly
combined. We also emphasize our choice of the monoc-
ular case, which sets our work apart from earlier work
on geometric reasoning using human silhouettes [21] in
multi-view setups. In single-view scenarios, the focus
has been on coarse constraints from person tracks [36,
44,46], whereas we focus on fine-grained physical and
functional constraints using human actions and poses.

A preliminary version of this work appeared as [16].
We clarify many technical details omitted in the pre-
vious version, present results on substantially extended
datasets, and o↵er an in-depth analysis of how, why,
and when observing humans can improve understand-
ing of the 3D geometry of scenes.

People Watching: Human Actions as a Cue for Single View Geometry.
D. F. Fouhey, V. Delaitre, A. Gupta, A. Efros, I. Laptev, and J. Sivic. ECCV 2012.



Social Learning
What all can we learn?

Environmental affordances 
(first-person videos)

Learning Navigation Subroutines by Watching Egocentric Videos.  A. Kumar, S. Gupta, J. Malik. CoRL 2019.



Social Learning
What all can we learn?
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Abstract

Learning how to interact with objects is an important

step towards embodied visual intelligence, but existing tech-

niques suffer from heavy supervision or sensing require-

ments. We propose an approach to learn human-object

interaction “hotspots” directly from video. Rather than

treat affordances as a manually supervised semantic seg-

mentation task, our approach learns about interactions by

watching videos of real human behavior and anticipat-

ing afforded actions. Given a novel image or video, our

model infers a spatial hotspot map indicating how an ob-

ject would be manipulated in a potential interaction—even

if the object is currently at rest. Through results with

both first and third person video, we show the value of

grounding affordances in real human-object interactions.

Not only are our weakly supervised hotspots competitive

with strongly supervised affordance methods, but they can

also anticipate object interaction for novel object cate-

gories. Project page: http://vision.cs.utexas.
edu/projects/interaction-hotspots/

1. Introduction
Today’s visual recognition systems know how objects

look, but not how they work. Understanding how objects
function is fundamental to moving beyond passive percep-
tual systems (e.g., those trained for image recognition) to
active, embodied agents that are capable of both perceiving
and interacting with their environment—whether to clear
debris in a search and rescue operation, cook a meal in the
kitchen, or even engage in a social event with people. Gib-
son’s theory of affordances [17] provides a way to reason
about object function. It suggests that objects have “action
possibilities” (e.g., a chair affords sitting, a broom affords
cleaning), and has been studied extensively in computer vi-
sion and robotics in the context of action, scene, and object
understanding [22].

⇤Work done during internship at Facebook AI Research.
†On leave from UT Austin (grauman@cs.utexas.edu).

Watch natural interactions

"Interaction hotspots"

Figure 1: We propose to learn object affordances directly from
videos of people naturally interacting with objects. The resulting
representation of “interaction hotspots” is grounded in real human
behavior from video, rather than manual image annotations.

However, the abstract notion of “what actions are pos-
sible?” is only half the story. For example, for an agent
tasked with sweeping the floor with a broom, knowing that
the broom handle affords holding and the broom affords

sweeping is not enough. The agent also needs to know how

to interact with different objects, including the best way to
grasp the object, the specific points on the object that need
to be manipulated for a successful interaction, how the ob-
ject is used to achieve a goal, and even what it suggests
about how to interact with other objects.

Learning how to interact with objects is challenging.
Traditional methods face two key limitations. First, meth-
ods that consider affordances as properties of an object’s
shape or appearance [37, 18, 24] fall short of modeling ac-
tual object use and manipulation. In particular, learning
to segment specified object parts [38, 49, 37, 39] can cap-
ture annotators’ expectations of what is important, but is
detached from real interactions, which are dynamic, multi-
modal, and may only partially overlap with part regions (see
Figure 1). Secondly, existing methods are limited by their
heavy supervision and/or sensor requirements. They as-
sume access to training images with manually drawn masks
or keypoints [46, 10, 12] and some leverage additional sen-
sors like depth [31, 66, 67] or force gloves [3], all of which
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Figure 5: Interaction hotspots on EPIC videos of unseen object
classes. Our model anticipates spatial interaction regions for inac-
tive objects at rest (first column), even before the interaction hap-
pens. Critically, the object categories shown in this figure have not

been seeing during training; our model learns to generalize inter-
action hotspots. For example, there are no cupboards or squashes
in the training videos, but our method anticipates how these ob-
jects would be opened and cut, respectively.

interactions. Weakly supervised SALIENCY methods high-
light all salient object parts in a single map, regardless of
the interaction in question. In contrast, our model high-
lights multiple distinct affordances for an object. To gen-
erate comparable heatmaps, DEMO2VEC requires annotated
heatmaps for training and a set of video demonstrations dur-
ing inference, whereas our model can hypothesize object
functionality without these extra requirements.

Generalization to Novel Objects. Can interaction hotspots
infer how novel object categories work? We next test
if our model learns an object-agnostic representation for
interaction—one that is not tied to object class. This is a
useful property for open-world situations where unfamiliar
objects may have to be interacted with to achieve a goal.

We divide the object categories O into familiar and un-
familiar object categories O = Of

S
Ou; familiar ones are

those seen with interactions in training video and unfamil-
iar ones are seen only during testing. We leave out 10/31
objects in EPIC and 9/26 objects in OPRA for our experi-
ments, and divide our video train/test sets along these object
splits. We train our model only on clips with the familiar
objects from Of . If our model can successfully infer the
heatmaps for novel, unseen objects, it will show that a gen-
eral sense of object function is learned that is not strongly
tied to object identity.

Table 2 (Right) shows the results. We see mostly similar
trends as the previous section. On OPRA, our model out-

Figure 6: Inactive vs. active object embeddings. By hypothesiz-
ing potential interactions with objects, our model learns represen-
tations that capture functional similarities between objects across
object classes, rather than purely appearance-based similarities.

performs all baselines in all metrics, and is able to infer the
hotspot maps for unfamiliar object categories, despite never
seeing them during training. On EPIC, our method remains
the best weakly supervised method.

Qualitative results (Figure 5) support our numbers,
showing our model applied to video clips from EPIC
Kitchens, just before the action occurs. Our model—
which was never trained on some objects (e.g., cupboard,
squash)—is able to anticipate characteristic spatial loca-
tions of interactions before the interaction occurs.

4.2. Interaction Hotspots for Functional Similarity
Finally, we show how our model encodes functional ob-

ject similarities in its learned representation for objects.
We compare the inactive object embedding space (standard
ResNet features) to our predicted active embedding space
(output of the anticipation model) by looking at nearest
neighbor images in other object classes.

Figure 6 shows examples. Neighbors in the inactive ob-
ject space (top branch) capture typical appearance-based vi-
sual similarities that are useful for object categorization—
shapes, backgrounds, etc. In contrast, our active object
space (bottom branch, yellow box) reorganizes the objects
based on how they are interacted with. For example, fridges,
cupboards, and microwaves, that are swung open in a char-
acteristic way (top right); knives, spatulas, tongs, that are
typically held at their handles (bottom right). Our model
learns representations indicative of functional similarity be-
tween objects, despite the objects being visually distinct.
See Supp. for a clustering visualization on all images.

5. Conclusion
We introduced a method to learn “interaction hotspot”

maps—characteristic regions on objects that anticipate and
explain object interactions—directly from watching videos
of people naturally interacting with objects. Our experi-
ments show that these hotspot maps explain object affor-
dances better than other existing weakly supervised mod-
els and can generalize to anticipate affordances of unseen

Priors for where to interact

Grounded Human-Object Interaction Hotspots from Video 
Tushar Nagarajan, Christoph Feichtenhofer, Kristen Grauman ICCV 2019.



Social Learning
What all can we learn?
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Fig. 2: Method overview. Given a few demonstration videos of the same action, our method discovers intermediate steps, then trains a
classifier for each step on top of the mid and high-level representations of a pre-trained deep model (in this work, we use all activations
starting from the first “mixed” layer that follows the first 5 convolutional layers). The step classifiers are then combined to produce a single
reward function per step prior to learning. These intermediate rewards are combined into a single reward function. The reward function is
then used by a real robot to learn the perform the demonstrated task as shown in Sec. III-B.

discovery of intermediate steps.
• The first vision-based reward learning method that can

learn a complex robotic manipulation task from a few hu-
man demonstrations in real-world robotic experiments.

• A set of empirical experiments that show that the learned
visual representations inside a pre-trained deep model are
general enough to be directly used to represent goals and
sub-goals for manipulation skills in new scenes without
retraining.

A. Related Work

Our method can be viewed as an instance of learning from
demonstration (LfD), which has long been studied as a strategy
to overcome the challenging problem of learning robotic tasks
from scratch [7] (also see [3] for a survey). Previous work
in LfD has successfully replicated gestures [8] and dual-arm
manipulation [4] on real robotic systems. LfD can however

be challenging when the human demonstrator and robot do
not share the same “embodiment”. A mismatch between the
robot’s sensor/actions and the recorded demonstration can lead
to suboptimal behaviour. Previous work has addressed this
issue by either providing additional feedback [32], or alter-
natively providing demonstrations which only give a coarse
solutions which can be iteratively refined [24]. Our method
of using perceptual rewards can be seen as an attempt to
circumvent the need for shared embodiment in the general
problem of learning from humans. To accomplish this, we first
learn a visual reward from human demonstrations, and then
learn how to perform the task using the robot’s own experience
via reinforcement learning.

Our approach can be seen as an instance of the more
general inverse reinforcement learning framework [20]. Inverse
reinforcement learning can be performed with a variety of
algorithms, ranging from margin-based methods [2, 27] to

Unsupervised Perceptual Rewards for Imitation Learning
Pierre Sermanet, Kelvin Xu, Sergey Levine. R:SS 2017



Motivation
Policy Learning from Interaction

• Challenging to specify reward functions
• Impractically large sample complexity
• Learning signal derived solely from interaction
• Poor generalization due to lack of visual 

diversity in training, sim2real transfer

• Large diversity may provide good generalization.
• Demonstrations may directly show how to solve 

long horizon tasks. 
• Depict what the world is like, and how it works.

How can egocentric videos aid?



Discussion

What are ways in which social learning could be hard?



Motivation

• Large diversity may provide good generalization.
• Demonstrations may directly show how to solve 

long horizon tasks. 
• Depict what the world is like, and how it works.

How can egocentric videos aid? However,

• Videos don’t come with action labels
• Goals and intents are not known
• Depicted trajectories may be sub-optimal
• Embodiment gap (sensors / actions / 

capabilities)
• Only showcase positive data



“Opportunistic” Learning

The Vauquois triangle for 
machine translation

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL NOTES 229
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Figure 11.20 The Vauquois (1968) triangle.

The algorithms (except for the decoder) were published in full detail— encouraged
by the US government which had partially funded the work— which gave them a
huge impact on the research community (Brown et al. 1990, Brown et al. 1993).
By the turn of the century, most academic research on machine translation used the
statistical noisy channel model. Progress was made hugely easier by the develop-
ment of publicly available toolkits, like the GIZA toolkit (Och and Ney, 2003) which
implements IBM models 1–5 as well as the HMM alignment model.

Around the turn of the century, an extended approach, called phrase-based
translation was developed, which was based on inducing translations for phrase-phrase-based

translation
pairs (Och 1998, Marcu and Wong 2002, Koehn et al. (2003), Och and Ney 2004,
Deng and Byrne 2005, inter alia). A log linear formulation (Och and Ney, 2004)
was trained to directly optimize evaluation metrics like BLEU in a method known
as Minimum Error Rate Training, or MERT (Och, 2003), also drawing fromMERT
speech recognition models (Chou et al., 1993). Popular toolkits were developed like
Moses (Koehn et al. 2006, Zens and Ney 2007).Moses

There were also approaches around the turn of the century that were based on
syntactic structure (Chapter 12). Models based on transduction grammars (alsotransduction

grammar
called synchronous grammars assign a parallel syntactic tree structure to a pair of
sentences in different languages, with the goal of translating the sentences by ap-
plying reordering operations on the trees. From a generative perspective, we can
view a transduction grammar as generating pairs of aligned sentences in two lan-
guages. Some of the most widely used models included the inversion transduction
grammar (Wu, 1996) and synchronous context-free grammars (Chiang, 2005),

inversion
transduction

grammar
MODERN HISTORY OF encoder-decoder approach HERE; (Kalchbren-

ner and Blunsom, 2013), (Cho et al., 2014), (Sutskever et al., 2014), etc
Beam-search has an interesting relationship with human language processing;

(Meister et al., 2020) show that beam search enforces the cognitive property of uni-
form information density in text. Uniform information density is the hypothe-
sis that human language processors tend to prefer to distribute information equally
across the sentence (Jaeger and Levy, 2007).

Research on evaluation of machine translation began quite early. Miller and
Beebe-Center (1958) proposed a number of methods drawing on work in psycholin-
guistics. These included the use of cloze and Shannon tasks to measure intelligibil-
ity as well as a metric of edit distance from a human translation, the intuition that
underlies all modern automatic evaluation metrics like BLEU. The ALPAC report
included an early evaluation study conducted by John Carroll that was extremely in-
fluential (Pierce et al., 1966, Appendix 10). Carroll proposed distinct measures for
fidelity and intelligibility, and had raters score them subjectively on 9-point scales.

Figure from Jurafsky and Martin 

• Interlingua (text to abstract 
meaning space, back to text)

• Transfer (text to parse tree, 
transform tree, generate text)

• Direct Translation (translate word-
by-word or phrase-by-phrase)

• Increasing depth of 
understanding for 
analysis and 
generation

• Decreasing amount 
of transfer 
knowledge needed



“Opportunistic” Learning

Control Hierarchy

The Vauquois triangle for 
machine translation
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The algorithms (except for the decoder) were published in full detail— encouraged
by the US government which had partially funded the work— which gave them a
huge impact on the research community (Brown et al. 1990, Brown et al. 1993).
By the turn of the century, most academic research on machine translation used the
statistical noisy channel model. Progress was made hugely easier by the develop-
ment of publicly available toolkits, like the GIZA toolkit (Och and Ney, 2003) which
implements IBM models 1–5 as well as the HMM alignment model.

Around the turn of the century, an extended approach, called phrase-based
translation was developed, which was based on inducing translations for phrase-phrase-based

translation
pairs (Och 1998, Marcu and Wong 2002, Koehn et al. (2003), Och and Ney 2004,
Deng and Byrne 2005, inter alia). A log linear formulation (Och and Ney, 2004)
was trained to directly optimize evaluation metrics like BLEU in a method known
as Minimum Error Rate Training, or MERT (Och, 2003), also drawing fromMERT
speech recognition models (Chou et al., 1993). Popular toolkits were developed like
Moses (Koehn et al. 2006, Zens and Ney 2007).Moses

There were also approaches around the turn of the century that were based on
syntactic structure (Chapter 12). Models based on transduction grammars (alsotransduction

grammar
called synchronous grammars assign a parallel syntactic tree structure to a pair of
sentences in different languages, with the goal of translating the sentences by ap-
plying reordering operations on the trees. From a generative perspective, we can
view a transduction grammar as generating pairs of aligned sentences in two lan-
guages. Some of the most widely used models included the inversion transduction
grammar (Wu, 1996) and synchronous context-free grammars (Chiang, 2005),

inversion
transduction

grammar
MODERN HISTORY OF encoder-decoder approach HERE; (Kalchbren-

ner and Blunsom, 2013), (Cho et al., 2014), (Sutskever et al., 2014), etc
Beam-search has an interesting relationship with human language processing;

(Meister et al., 2020) show that beam search enforces the cognitive property of uni-
form information density in text. Uniform information density is the hypothe-
sis that human language processors tend to prefer to distribute information equally
across the sentence (Jaeger and Levy, 2007).

Research on evaluation of machine translation began quite early. Miller and
Beebe-Center (1958) proposed a number of methods drawing on work in psycholin-
guistics. These included the use of cloze and Shannon tasks to measure intelligibil-
ity as well as a metric of edit distance from a human translation, the intuition that
underlies all modern automatic evaluation metrics like BLEU. The ALPAC report
included an early evaluation study conducted by John Carroll that was extremely in-
fluential (Pierce et al., 1966, Appendix 10). Carroll proposed distinct measures for
fidelity and intelligibility, and had raters score them subjectively on 9-point scales.
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Depending on the amount of gap between:
• goals,
• embodiment, 
• what we can observe in videos
we may benefit from transfer at different levels.

In this talk:
• skills
• sub-goals
• world models



Ashish Kumar       Saurabh Gupta       Jitendra Malik

Learning Navigation Subroutines 
From Egocentric Videos*

CoRL 2019

* Note that this was an earlier work, where we used 
rendered videos as opposed to real videos.



Problem Statement

Robot w/camera

Skill: Go around obstacles

Skill: Go down hallway

Skill: Go through door

Output: Low-level SkillsInput: Egocentric Video



Challenges

• Videos don’t come with action labels

• Possible to do multiple different things, intents are not apriori known

 Action Grounding via an Inverse Model⟹

 Jointly mine for intents using a latent variable model⟹



More Details
 Action Grounding via an Inverse Model⟹

Alternative: Structure from motion

̂at−1

ptpt−1 pt+1

̂at… …

a) Learning an inverse model b) Pseudo-labeling Egocentric Videos
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c) Learning subroutines by mining intents

Low-level skills

Where to 
invoke them?



Results
(Subroutines)

Appears to prefer to go right

Appears to prefer to go left



Results (Subroutines)

subr1

subr2

subr2

Appears to prefer to go right

Appears to prefer to go left



Results (Affordance model)



B. Eysenbach, A. Gupta, J. Ibarz, and S. Levine. ICL 2019. Diversity is all you need: Learning skills without a reward function.
D. Pathak, P. Agrawal, A. A. Efros, and T. Darrell. ICML 2017. Curiosity-driven exploration by self-supervised prediction.

Using Subroutines and Affordances

A. As is for exploration



Exploration Comparisons



Using Subroutines and Affordances

a

Meta
Controller

Sub
Policies

Every K steps

Goal 
Specification

1. Use Subroutines as sub-policies.

2. Use Affordance Model to initialize meta-
controller to guide meta-controller 
towards feasible sub-policies.

A. As is for exploration
B. For hierarchical RL



PointGoal - Go To (x,y)

AreaGoal - Go To Bathroom

SparseDense



Overview

Control Hierarchy robot 
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In this talk:
• skills
• sub-goals

• world models



Matthew Chang       Arjun Gupta       Saurabh Gupta

Semantic Visual Navigation 
by Watching YouTube Videos

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

NeurIPS 2020



Problem Statement
Output: Semantic cues to efficiently find objects in 
novel indoor environments, e.g. finding a restroom

Input: Egocentric videos
(real estate tours from YouTube)



Challenges in Using Such Videos

• Videos don’t come with action labels

• Goals and intents are not known

• Depicted trajectories may not be optimal

 Action Grounding via an Inverse Model [1]⟹

[2] Watkins, C. J. C. H. (1989). Learning from delayed rewards.

[1] A. Kumar, S. Gupta, J. Malik. Learning navigation subroutines by watching videos. In CoRL, 2019. 

 Use off-the-shelf object detectors to label frames with desired objects⟹

 Use Q-learning to learn optimal behavior from sub-optimal data [2]⟹



More Details
 Action Grounding via an Inverse Model [1]⟹

[2] Watkins, C. J. C. H. (1989). Learning from delayed rewards.
[1] A. Kumar, S. Gupta, J. Malik. Learning navigation subroutines by watching videos. In CoRL, 2019. 

 Q-learning [2]⟹

Alternative: Structure from motion

• Technique to estimate Q-values,  in a 
Markov Decision Process from off-policy data, 
transition quadruples: .

•  is the expected return of an optimal 
policy when executing action  from state , 
or how close you are to the goal after executing 
action .

• Even if the data is coming from a sub-optimal 
policy, you can still estimate the values of an 
optimal policy (under mild conditions)! 

Q*(s, a)

(s, a, s′ , r)

Q*(s, a)
a s

a



a) Action 
Grounding

b) Goal 
Labeling

It It+1

̂at−1 ̂at

rc
t+1rc
t+1

f(I, c) = max
a′ 

Q*(I, a′ , c)
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High-Level Policy

Value Predictions
via .f(I, c)

Short-term 
Goal

ΔPose

Low-Level Policy

Occupancy Map

Forward

Left

Right

Stop

Current 
Node

FMM Cost Map

Using Learned Values for Semantic Navigation
Hierarchical Policy

• Decides where to go next and emits short-term goal
• Builds a topological map [1] that stores values predicted 

by  at different locations in different directions
• Samples most promising direction, and passes  

to Low-Level Policy

f(I, c)
ΔPose

• Executes actions to achieve short-
term goal

• Incrementally builds occupancy map 
from depth camera

• Uses Fast-Marching Method for path 
planning to get actions to execute

• Return control on success or failure

[1] D. Chaplot, R. Salakhutdinov, A. Gupta, S. Gupta. Neural topological slam for visual navigation. In CVPR, 2020. 
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Results (ObjectGoal Task)
Find object of interest (bed, chair, couches, tables, toilets) in novel indoor environments.



Ablations
Oracle Stop SPL

Method Easy Medium Hard Overall

Base Setting 0.62 0.42 0.23 0.40

True Actions 0.61 0.45 0.25 0.41

True Detections 0.62 0.45 0.22 0.40

True Rewards 0.64 0.46 0.21 0.41

Optimal Trajectories 0.65 0.46 0.25 0.43

Detector Score 0.73 0.48 0.26 0.46

Train on 360° Videos 0.66 0.51 0.32 0.47

No Hierarchy 0.38 0.10 0.02 0.15

steps to the nearest instance of category c on the meshes from environments in Evideo. This performs
the strongest at OS-SPL of 0.53. This serves as a very competitive ObjectNav policy in the regime
where we allow such strong supervision. Our proposed method that uses significantly less supervision
(in-the-wild videos from YouTube vs. environment scans) is very close to this oracle at 0.50 OS-SPL.

Thus, in conclusion, value functions learned via our approach from YouTube video tours of indoor
spaces are effective and efficient for semantic navigation to objects of interest in novel environments.
They compare favorably to competing reinforcement learning based methods, behavior cloning
approaches, and strong exploration baselines, across all metrics.

4.3 Ablations

We present ablations when testing policies on Etrain in Oracle Stop setting. Note Etrain was only used
to train the inverse model, and not the Q-learning models that we seek to compare. The base setting

from which we ablate corresponds to training f(I, c) on V̂syn with pseudo-labeled actions, Dcoco
based reward labels, and the use of f(I, c) and spatial consistency for sampling short-term goals.
This achieves an OS-SPL of 0.40± 0.02. We summarize results below, table in supplementary.

We notice only a minor impact in performance when a) using true actions as opposed to actions
from inverse model  (0.41 ± 0.03), b) using true detections as opposed to detections from Dcoco
(0.40± 0.03), c) using true reward locations as opposed to frames from which object is visible as
per Dcoco (0.41± 0.03) (the proposed scheme treats frames with high-scoring detections as reward
frames as opposed to true object locations), and d) using optimal trajectories as opposed to noisy
trajectories (0.43± 0.03). Albeit on simulated data, this analysis suggests that there is only a minor
degradation in performance when using inferred estimates in place of ground truth values.

Perhaps, a more interesting observation is that there is a solid improvement when we additionally use
Dcoco score to sample short-term goals (0.46±0.03). We believe use of Dcoco produces a more peak-y
directional signal when the object is in direct sight, where as differences in f(I, c) are more useful
at long-range. Secondly, we found that use of 360� images at training time also leads to a strong
improvement (0.47 ± 0.02). We believe use of 360� images at training time prevents perceptual

aliasing during Q-learning. In the base setting, Q-values can erroneously propagate via an image
that looks directly at a wall. Presence of 360� context prevents this. While this is useful for future
research, we stick with the base setting as we are limited by what videos we could find on YouTube.

T1

T3

T2

Gnear

Gfar

SPL (Policy 

Evaluation): 0.34

Gnear

Gfar

SPL (Q-Learning): 0.88

Is action pseudo-labeling necessary? As discussed in Section 3.1, we
favored use of Q-learning over action agnostic methods, such as policy
evaluation, as this allows us to learn optimal value functions as opposed
to value of the policy depicted in the video. To test this, we train different
methods in the branching environment as shown in the figure on the right
(top). Desired goal locations are labeled by Gnear and Gfar. We investigate
the learned behavior at the branch point B, by initializing the agent at
random locations in the circle S. Desired behavior is for agent to reach
Gnear. In departure from all other experiments, here we train and test in
the same branching environment. This is a deliberate choice as we seek
to understand how different methods interpret the training data.

Videos in this branching environment are a 50 � 49.5 � 0.5% mix of trajectories T1, T2, and T3.
T1 and T2 are sub-optimal trajectories to reach Gnear and Gfar respectively, while T3 is the optimal
trajectory to reach Gnear. The policy evaluation method doesn’t use any action labels, and correctly
infers the values for the policy from which videos are sampled. As expected, this causes it to pursue
the sub-optimal goal (red paths in bottom figure). In contrast, Q-learning with pseudo-labeled actions,
estimates the optimal value function, and consistently reaches Gnear (green paths).

5 Discussion

We presented a technique to enable learning of semantic cues for finding objects in novel environments
from in-the-wild YouTube videos. Our proposed technique employs Q-learning on pseudo-labeled
transition quadruples. This allows learning of effective semantic cues even in the absence of action
grounding and goal-directed optimal behavior. When coupled with a hierarchical navigation policy,
these cues convey the agent to desired objects more effectively than competitive exploration baselines

8

•Inverse model and detector do not hurt performance significantly

•Detector at test time helps for close objects, panorama helps for far objects

•Hierarchical policy is a major factor in strong performance

•Q-Learning outperforms simple policy evaluation for challenging environments





Learning Generalizable Robotic Reward Functions
from “In-The-Wild” Human Videos

Annie S. Chen, Suraj Nair, Chelsea Finn
Stanford University

Abstract—We are motivated by the goal of generalist robots
that can complete a wide range of tasks across many en-
vironments. Critical to this is the robot’s ability to acquire
some metric of task success or reward, which is necessary for
reinforcement learning, planning, or knowing when to ask for
help. For a general-purpose robot operating in the real world,
this reward function must also be able to generalize broadly
across environments, tasks, and objects, while depending only
on on-board sensor observations (e.g. RGB images). While deep
learning on large and diverse datasets has shown promise as a
path towards such generalization in computer vision and natural
language, collecting high quality datasets of robotic interaction at
scale remains an open challenge. In contrast, “in-the-wild” videos
of humans (e.g. YouTube) contain an extensive collection of people
doing interesting tasks across a diverse range of settings. In this
work, we propose a simple approach, Domain-agnostic Video
Discriminator (DVD), that learns multitask reward functions
by training a discriminator to classify whether two videos are
performing the same task, and can generalize by virtue of
learning from a small amount of robot data with a broad dataset
of human videos. We find that by leveraging diverse human
datasets, this reward function (a) can generalize zero shot to
unseen environments, (b) generalize zero shot to unseen tasks,
and (c) can be combined with visual model predictive control to
solve robotic manipulation tasks on a real WidowX200 robot in
an unseen environment from a single human demo.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite recent progress in robotic learning on tasks ranging
from grasping [24] to in-hand manipulation [31], the long-
standing goal of the “generalist robot” that can complete many
tasks across environments and objects has remained out of
reach. While there are numerous challenges to overcome in
achieving this goal, one critical aspect of learning general
purpose robotic policies is the ability to learn general purpose
reward functions. Such reward functions are necessary for the
robot to determine its own proficiency at the specified task from
its on-board sensor observations (e.g. RGB camera images).
Moreover, unless these reward functions can generalize across
varying environments and tasks, an agent cannot hope to use
them to learn generalizable multi-task policies.

While prior works in computer vision and NLP [11, 12, 4]
have shown notable generalization via large and diverse datasets,
translating these successes to robotic learning has remained
challenging, partially due to the dearth of broad, high-quality
robotic interaction data. Motivated by this, a number of recent
works have taken important steps towards the collection of
large and diverse datasets of robotic interaction [28, 22, 10, 53]
and have shown some promise in enabling generalization [10].
At the same time, collecting such interaction data on real

Figure 1: Reward Learning and Planning from In-The-Wild
Human Videos. During training (top), the agent learns a reward
function from a small set of robot videos in one environment, and
a large set of in-the-wild human videos spanning many tasks and
environments. At test time (bottom), the learned reward function is
conditioned upon a task specification (a human video of the desired
task), and produces a reward function which the robot can use to plan
actions or learn a policy. By virtue of training on diverse human data,
this reward function generalizes to unseen environments and tasks.

robots at a large scale remains challenging for a number of
reasons, such as needing to balance data quality with scalability,
and maintaining safety without relying heavily on human
supervision and resets. Alternatively, YouTube and similar
sources contain enormous amounts of “in-the-wild” visual data
of humans interacting in diverse environments. Robots that can
learn reward functions from such data have the potential to be
able to generalize broadly due to the breadth of experience in
this widely available data source.

Of course, using such “in-the-wild” data of humans for
robotic learning comes with a myriad of challenges. First, such
data often will have tremendous domain shift from the robot’s
observation space, in both the morphology of the agent and the
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Overview

• Learn a reward function using a 
combination of human and robot 
demos

• Use reward function at test time 
with MPC



Domain-agnostic Video Discriminator (Training)
• Learns a joint feature space for robot and human videos



Domain-agnostic Video Discriminator

• Architecture
Video 1: Moving sth up
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Figure 3: DVD Architecture. We use the same video encoder
architecture as [43]. For each 3D convolution layer, the number of
filters is denoted, and all kernels are 3⇥ 3⇥ 3 except for the first,
which is 3 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 5. All conv layers have stride 1 in the temporal
dimension, and conv layers 1, 3, 6, 9 and 11 have stride 2 in the
spatial dimensions, the others having stride 1. All conv layers are
followed by a BatchNorm3D layer and all layers except the last FC
are followed by a ReLU activation.

B. Domain-Agnostic Video Discriminators

How exactly do we go about learning R✓? Our key idea
is to learn R✓ that captures functional similarity by training
a classifier which takes as input two videos di from Ti and
dj from Tj and predicts if i = j. Both videos can come from
either Dh or Dr, and labels can be acquired since we know
which demos di correspond to which tasks Ti (See Figure 2).

To train R✓, we sample batches of videos (di, d0i, dj) from
Dh [Dr, where di and d

0
i

are both labelled as completing the
same task Ti, and dj is completing a different task Tj . The
output of R✓ represents a “similarity score” that indicates how
similar task-wise the two input videos are. More formally, R✓

is trained to minimize the following objective, which is the
average cross-entropy loss over video pairs in the distribution
of the training data:

J (✓) = EDh[Dr [log(R✓(di, d
0
i
))+ log(1�R✓(di, dj))]. (1)

Since in-the-wild human videos are so diverse and visually
different from the robot environment, a large challenge lies
in bridging the domain gap between the range of human
video environments and the robot environment. In optimizing
Equation 1, R✓ must learn to identify functional behavior in

Algorithm 1 DOMAIN-AGNOSTIC VIDEO DISCRIMINATOR (DVD)
1: // Training DVD
2: Require: Dh human demonstration data for N tasks {Tn}
3: Require: Dr robot demonstration data for M tasks {Tm} ✓ {Tn}
4: Require: Pre-trained video encoder fenc

5: Randomly initialize ✓
6: while training do
7: Sample anchor video di 2 Dh [Dr

8: Sample positive video d0
i
2 {Dh

Ti
} [ {Dr

Ti
} \ di

9: Sample negative video dj 2 {Dh

Tj
} [ {Dr

Tj
}8j 6= i

10: Update R✓ with di, d0i, dj according to Eq. 1
11: // Planning Conditioned on Video Demo
12: Require: Trained reward function R✓ & video prediction model p�
13: Require: Human video demo di for task Ti
14: for trials 1, ..., n do
15: Sample {a1:G1:H} & get predictions {s̃g1:H} ⇠ {p�(s0, ag1:H)}
16: Step a⇤1:H which maximizes R✓(s̃

g

1:H , di)

the robot videos and associate it with actions in human videos.

C. DVD Implementation
We implement our reward function R✓ as

R✓(di, dj) = fsim (fenc(di), fenc(dj); ✓) (2)

where h = fenc is a pretrained video encoder
and fsim(hi, hj ; ✓) is a fully connected neural network
parametrized by ✓ trained to predict if video encodings hi

and hj are completing the same task. Specifically, we encode
each video using a neural network video encoder fenc into
a latent space, and then train fsim as a binary classifier
trained according to Equation 1. See Figure 3 for the detailed
architecture. fenc is pretrained on the entire Sth Sth V2 dataset
and fixed during training (as in [43]), while fsim is randomly
initialized. While the training dataset contains many more
human videos than robot videos, we sample the batches so that
they are roughly balanced between robot and human videos;
specifically, each of (di, d0i, dj) are selected to be a robot
demonstration with 0.5 probability.

D. Using DVD for Task Execution
Once we’ve trained the reward function R✓, how do we use

it to select actions that will successfully complete a task? While
in principle, this reward function can be combined with either
model-free or model based reinforcement learning approaches,
we choose to use visual model predictive control (VMPC)
[49, 16, 13, 23], which uses a learned visual dynamics model
to plan a sequence of actions. We condition R✓ on a human
demonstration video di of the desired task Ti and then use the
predicted similarity as a reward for optimizing actions with a
learned visual dynamics model (See Figure 4).

Concretely, we first train an action-conditioned video pre-
diction model p�(st+1:t+H |st, at:t+H) using the SV2P model
[2]. We then uses the cross-entropy method (CEM) [37] with
this dynamics model p� to choose actions that maximize
similarity with the given demonstration. More specifically, for
each iteration of CEM, for an input image st, we sample G

action trajectories of length H and roll out G corresponding
predicted trajectories {st+1:t+H}g using p�. We then feed each



Domain-agnostic Video Discriminator (Inference)



Visual Dynamics Model

For each of the four simulation environments in which we evaluate DVD, we collect 10,000 
random episodes, each with 60 total frames, of the agent interacting in that environment and 
train SV2P for 200,000 epochs on all of the data.

APPENDIX

A. Training Details

a) Dataset Details: Depending on the experiment, we
choose videos from the following 15 different human tasks in
the Something-Something-V2 dataset for training DVD, where
each task has from 853-3170 training videos: 1) Closing sth, 2)
Moving sth away from camera, 3) Moving sth towards camera,
4) Opening sth, 5) Pushing sth left to right, 6) Pushing sth right
to left, 7) Poking sth so lightly it doesn’t move, 8) Moving
sth down, 9) Moving sth up, 10) Pulling sth from left to right,
11) Pulling sth from right to left, 12) Pushing sth with sth,
13) Moving sth closer to sth, 14) Plugging sth into sth, and
15) Pushing sth so that it slightly moves. We used these tasks
because they are appropriate for a single-arm setting and cover
a diverse range of various actions. The first seven of those
tasks were chosen as they are relevant to tasks possible in the
simulation environments, but the other tasks were not chosen
for any particular reason, i.e. could have been replaced by a
different set of 8 other appropriate tasks. For an experiment,
if human videos for a task are used, we use all of the human
videos available in the Sth Sth V2 training set for that task to
train DVD.

For the simulation experiments, DVD is also trained on
120 robot video demonstrations of 3 tasks, half of which are
collected in the original training environment and the other
half in the rearranged training environment. These videos are
collected via model predictive control with random shooting, a
ground truth video-prediction model, and a ground-truth shaped
reward particular to each task. For the real robot experiments
on the WidowX200, in addition to varying amounts of human
videos, DVD is trained on 80 robot video demonstrations of 2
tasks, which are collected in the original training environment.
These demonstrations are collected via a hard-coded script with
uniform noise between -0.02 and 0.02 added to each action.

To evaluate DVD’s training progress, we use a validation set
consisting of all of the human videos available in the Sth Sth
V2 validation set for the chosen tasks as well as 48 robot video
demonstrations for the same 3 tasks with robot demos in the
training set, with half of these coming from the original training
environment and the other half from the rearranged. For the
WidowX200 experiments, we add 8 robot video demonstrations
for each of the 2 tasks into the validation set.

b) Hyperparameters: For DVD, the similarity discrimi-
nator is trained with a learning rate of 0.01 using stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) with momentum 0.9 and weight decay
0.00001. We use a batch size of 24, where each element of
the batch consists of a triplet with two videos having the same
task label and the third having a different label. Each version
of DVD in the experiments is trained for 120 epochs, where
one epoch consists of 200 optimizer steps. For each epoch,
the video clips fed into DVD for training are sequences of
consecutive frames with random length between 20 and 40
frames taken from the original video. If the original video has
fewer than the randomly selected amount of frames, the last
frame is repeated to achieve the desired number of frames for

Figure 10: SV2P Architecture. We use video prediction models
trained via SV2P with the reward from DVD in order to complete
tasks specified by a given human video. Figure taken from the original
paper [2].

the training clip. Additionally, during training, each input video
is first randomly rotated between -15 and 15 degrees, scaled so
that the height has size 120, and then randomly cropped to have
size 120⇥ 120⇥ 3. At planning time, the video demonstration
is spliced so that it is between 30 and 40 frames, rescaled to
have a height of 120 pixels, and then center-cropped to have
size 120⇥ 120⇥ 3. The demo-conditioned behavioral cloning
baseline uses the same hyperparameters and training details
except that it uses weight decay 0.0001.

c) SV2P Training: To evaluate DVD’s performance on
potentially unseen tasks with a given human video, we
employ visual model predictive control with SV2P visual
prediction models trained on datasets autonomously collected
in each environment. SV2P learns an action-conditioned video
prediction model by sampling a latent variable and subsequently
generating an image prediction with that sample. We use the
same architecture, which is shown in Figure 10, and default
hyperparameters as the original paper [2].

For each of the four simulation environments in which we
evaluate DVD, we collect 10,000 random episodes, each with
60 total frames, of the agent interacting in that environment and
train SV2P for 200,000 epochs on all of the data. The models
are trained to predict the next fifteen frames given an input of
five frames. To evaluate DVD in the robot test environment,
we train SV2P for 160,000 epochs on 58,500 frames worth of
autonomously collected robot interaction in the original train
environment, and then we finetune the model for another 60,000
epochs on 21,000 frames worth of autonomously collected data
in the test environment that has the toy kitchen door. Collecting
this data on the WidowX200 took a total of roughly 75 hours
but was entirely autonomous.

d) Additional DVD Details: Here we expand on some of
the DVD implementation details touched upon in Section III-C,
particularly the way that batches are sampled during training.
Each batch consists of triplets (di, d0i, dj), where dj is labeled
as a different task as di and d

0
i
, which are labeled as the same

task. In each triplet, di is randomly sampled with 0.5 probability
of being a robot demonstration. Then, if di is from a task with
only human data, d0

i
will be chosen from the remaining human

data for that task; otherwise it is chosen to be a robot video
from that task with 0.5 probability. Finally, dj is randomly
sampled repeatedly (usually just once) with 0.5 probability of



Experiments 1 (Environment Generalization)

Figure 6: Example Rankings During Planning. Examples of predicted trajectories that are ranked high and low for the task of moving the
faucet to the right in the test env 3 with the similarity scores that were outputted by DVD. DVD associates high functional similarity with
trajectories that complete the same task as specified in the human video and low scores to trajectories that do not, despite the large visual
domain shift between the given videos and the simulation environments.

performing a different basic action with a wide variety of
different objects in various environments. Depending on the
experiment, we choose videos from up to 15 different human
tasks for training DVD, where each task has from 853-3170
videos (See Appendix for details). For our simulated robot
demonstration data, we assume 120 video demonstrations of
3 tasks in the training environment only (See Figure 5). We
ablate the number of robot demos needed in Section IV-F.

B. Experiment 1: Environment Generalization

In our first experiment, we aim to study how varying the
amount of human data used for training impacts the reward
function’s ability to generalize across environments. To do so,
we train DVD on robot videos of the 3 target tasks from the
training environment, as well as varying amounts of human
data, and measure task performance across unseen environments.
One of our core hypotheses is that the use of diverse human
data can improve the reward function’s ability to generalize
to new environments. To test this hypothesis, we compare
training DVD on only the robot videos (Robot Only), to
training DVD on a mix of the robot videos and human videos
from K tasks (Robot + K Human Tasks). Note that the
first 3 human tasks included are for the same 3 target tasks
in the robot videos, and thus K > 3 implies using human
videos for completely unrelated tasks to the target tasks. To
evaluate the learned reward functions, we report the success
rate from running visual MPC with respect to the inferred
reward, where we train the visual dynamics model on data
that is autonomously collected in the test environment. (See
Appendix A for details). All methods infer the reward from
a single human video. However, to provide an even stronger
comparison, we also evaluate the Robot Only DVD model with
a robot demo at test time Robot Only (Robot Demo), since
this model has only been trained with robot data.

In Figure 7, we report the success rate using each reward
function, computed over 3 randomized sets of 100 trials.
Our first key observation is that training with human videos
significantly improves environment generalization performance
over using only robot videos (20% on average), even when
the robot only comparison gets the privileged information of
a robot demonstration. Additionally, we observe that DVD is

Figure 7: Effect of Human Data on Environment Generalization.
We compare DVD’s performance on seen and unseen environments
when trained on only robot videos compared to varying number
of human videos. We see that training with human videos provides
significantly improved performance over only training on robot videos,
and that DVD is generally robust to the number of different human
video tasks used. Each bar shows the average success rate over all
3 target tasks, computed over 3 seeds of 100 trials, with error bars
denoting standard error.

generally robust to the number of human tasks included, even
if these tasks are unrelated to the target tasks. Even when using
9 completely unrelated tasks, performance greatly exceeds not
using any human videos. Qualitatively, in Figure 6, we observe
that DVD gives high similarity scores to trajectories that are
completing the task specified by the human video demo and
low scores to trajectories that have less relevant behavior.

C. Experiment 2: Task Generalization
In our second experiment, we study how including human

data for training affects the reward function’s ability to
generalize to new tasks. In this case, we do not train on any
(human or robot) data from the target tasks, and instead train
DVD on robot videos of the 3 different tasks from the training
environment, namely (1) opening the drawer, (2) moving

Figure 4: Planning with DVD. To use DVD to select actions, we perform visual model predictive control (VMPC) with a learned visual
dynamics model. Specifically, we sample many action sequences from an action distribution and feed each through our visual dynamics
model to get many “imagined” future trajectories. For each trajectory, we feed the predicted visual sequence into DVD along with the human
provided demonstration video, which specifies the task. DVD scores each trajectory by its functional similarity to the human demo video, and
steps the highest scored action sequence in the environment to complete the task.

predicted trajectory and demonstration di into R✓, resulting
in G similarity scores corresponding to the task-similarity
between di and each predicted image trajectory. The action
trajectory corresponding to the image sequence with the highest
predicted probability is then executed to complete the task.
The full algorithm with all stages is described in Algorithm 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In our experiments, we aim to study how effectively our
method DVD can leverage diverse human data, and to what
extent doing so enables generalization to unseen environments
and tasks. Concretely, we study the following questions:

1) By leveraging human videos is DVD able to more
effectively generalize to new environments?

2) By leveraging human videos is DVD able to more
effectively generalize to new tasks?

3) Does DVD enable robots to generalize from a single
human demonstration more effectively than prior work?

4) Can DVD infer rewards from a human video on a real
robot?

In the following sections, we first describe our experimental
setup and then investigate the above questions. For videos
please see https://sites.google.com/view/dvd-human-videos.

A. Simulated Experimental Set-Up
a) Environments: For our first 3 experimental questions,

we utilize a MuJoCo [48] simulated tabletop environment
adapted from Meta-World [55] that consists of a Sawyer robot
arm interacting with a drawer, a faucet, and a coffee cup/coffee
machine. We use 4 variants of this environment to study

Train Env Train Env Rearranged

Test Env 1 Test Env 2 Test Env 3

Test Env

Train Env

Simulation Envs WidowX200 Envs

Train Env Train Env Rearranged

Test Env 1 Test Env 2 Test Env 3

Test Env

Train Env

Simulation Envs WidowX200 Envs

Train Env Train Env Rearranged

Test Env 1 Test Env 2 Test Env 3

Test Env

Train Env

Simulation Envs WidowX200 EnvsSimulation Envs

Train Env RearrangedTrain Env

Test Env 1 Test Env 2 Test Env 3

WidowX200 Envs

Train Env

Test Env

Figure 5: Environment Domains. We consider various simulated
tabletop environments that have a drawer, a faucet, a coffee cup, and
a coffee machine, as well as a real robot environment with a tissue
box, stuffed animal, and either a file cabinet or a toy kitchen set. In
the simulation experiments, half of the robot demonstrations that are
used for training come from the train env and the other half from the
rearranged train env.

environment generalization, each of which is progressively
more difficult, shown in Figure 5. These include an original
variant (Train Env), from which we have task demos, as well
as a variant with changed colors (Test Env 1), changed colors
and viewpoint (Test Env 2), and changed colors, viewpoint,
and object arrangement (Test Env 3).

b) Tasks: We evaluate our method on three target tasks in
simulation, specifically, (1) closing an open drawer, (2) turning
the faucet right, and (3) pushing the cup away from the camera
to the coffee machine. Each task is specified by an unseen
in-the-wild human video completing the task (See Figure 6).

c) Training Data: For human demonstration data, we
use the Something-Something-V2 dataset [21], which contains
220,837 total videos and 174 total classes, each with humans



Experiments 1

High-ranked
Trajectories:
Score = .88

Low-ranked 
Trajectory: 

Score < 0.01

Move faucet to the right in Test Env 3 

Human video

Figure 6: Example Rankings During Planning. Examples of predicted trajectories that are ranked high and low for the task of moving the
faucet to the right in the test env 3 with the similarity scores that were outputted by DVD. DVD associates high functional similarity with
trajectories that complete the same task as specified in the human video and low scores to trajectories that do not, despite the large visual
domain shift between the given videos and the simulation environments.

performing a different basic action with a wide variety of
different objects in various environments. Depending on the
experiment, we choose videos from up to 15 different human
tasks for training DVD, where each task has from 853-3170
videos (See Appendix for details). For our simulated robot
demonstration data, we assume 120 video demonstrations of
3 tasks in the training environment only (See Figure 5). We
ablate the number of robot demos needed in Section IV-F.

B. Experiment 1: Environment Generalization

In our first experiment, we aim to study how varying the
amount of human data used for training impacts the reward
function’s ability to generalize across environments. To do so,
we train DVD on robot videos of the 3 target tasks from the
training environment, as well as varying amounts of human
data, and measure task performance across unseen environments.
One of our core hypotheses is that the use of diverse human
data can improve the reward function’s ability to generalize
to new environments. To test this hypothesis, we compare
training DVD on only the robot videos (Robot Only), to
training DVD on a mix of the robot videos and human videos
from K tasks (Robot + K Human Tasks). Note that the
first 3 human tasks included are for the same 3 target tasks
in the robot videos, and thus K > 3 implies using human
videos for completely unrelated tasks to the target tasks. To
evaluate the learned reward functions, we report the success
rate from running visual MPC with respect to the inferred
reward, where we train the visual dynamics model on data
that is autonomously collected in the test environment. (See
Appendix A for details). All methods infer the reward from
a single human video. However, to provide an even stronger
comparison, we also evaluate the Robot Only DVD model with
a robot demo at test time Robot Only (Robot Demo), since
this model has only been trained with robot data.

In Figure 7, we report the success rate using each reward
function, computed over 3 randomized sets of 100 trials.
Our first key observation is that training with human videos
significantly improves environment generalization performance
over using only robot videos (20% on average), even when
the robot only comparison gets the privileged information of
a robot demonstration. Additionally, we observe that DVD is

Figure 7: Effect of Human Data on Environment Generalization.
We compare DVD’s performance on seen and unseen environments
when trained on only robot videos compared to varying number
of human videos. We see that training with human videos provides
significantly improved performance over only training on robot videos,
and that DVD is generally robust to the number of different human
video tasks used. Each bar shows the average success rate over all
3 target tasks, computed over 3 seeds of 100 trials, with error bars
denoting standard error.

generally robust to the number of human tasks included, even
if these tasks are unrelated to the target tasks. Even when using
9 completely unrelated tasks, performance greatly exceeds not
using any human videos. Qualitatively, in Figure 6, we observe
that DVD gives high similarity scores to trajectories that are
completing the task specified by the human video demo and
low scores to trajectories that have less relevant behavior.

C. Experiment 2: Task Generalization
In our second experiment, we study how including human

data for training affects the reward function’s ability to
generalize to new tasks. In this case, we do not train on any
(human or robot) data from the target tasks, and instead train
DVD on robot videos of the 3 different tasks from the training
environment, namely (1) opening the drawer, (2) moving



Experiments 2 (Task Generalization)

Method Close drawer Move faucet to right Push cup away from the camera Average

Random 20.00 (3.00) 9.00 (1.73) 32.33 (8.08) 20.44 (2.78)
Behavioral Cloning Policy 0.00 (0.00) 45.33 (38.84) 1.00 (0.00) 15.44 (12.95)

Concept2Robot 174-way classifier n/a n/a n/a n/a
DVD, Robot Only (Human Demo) 67.33 (4.51) 1.00 (1.00) 29.67 (0.58) 32.67 (1.53)
DVD, Robot Only (Robot Demo) 29.33 (14.99) 23.67 (1.53) 28.33 (0.58) 27.11 (5.23)
DVD, Robot + 3 Human Tasks 66.33 (6.03) 19.33 (0.58) 40.00 (6.93) 41.89 (3.10)
DVD, Robot + 6 Human Tasks 59.00 (5.29) 17.00 (7.94) 56.33 (11.06) 44.11 (1.39)
DVD, Robot + 9 Human Tasks 57.67 (0.58) 52.67 (1.15) 55.00 (5.57) 55.11 (2.04)
DVD, Robot + 12 Human Tasks 31.67 (9.02) 49.00 (6.24) 57.33 (2.08) 46.00 (2.60)

Table I: Task generalization results in the original environment. DVD trained with human videos performs significantly better on average
than with only robot videos, a baseline behavioral cloning policy, and random. We report the average success rate for all 3 target tasks,
computed over 3 seeds of 100 trials, as well as the standard deviation in parentheses.

Method (Out of 20 Trials) Test Env Test Env +
Unseen Task

Random 5 5
Concept2Robot 174-way classifier 4 n/a
DVD, Robot Only (Human Demo) 5 6
DVD, Robot Only (Robot Demo) 5 8
DVD, Robot + 2 Human Tasks 7 7
DVD, Robot + 6 Human Tasks 13 14
DVD, Robot + 9 Human Tasks 9 11
DVD, Robot + 12 Human Tasks 10 9

Table II: Env and task generalization results on a real robot.
We report successes out of 20 trials on a WidowX200 in an unseen
environment on two different tasks, one on closing a toy kitchen
door and another on moving a tissue box to the left. On both, DVD
performs significantly better when trained with human videos than
with only robot demonstrations.

tasks are “Closing Something” and “Pushing something left to
right” and the test tasks are “Closing Something” (seen) and
“Pushing something right to left” (unseen).

We compare DVD with varying amounts of human data to
only robot data and baselines in Table II, where we report
the success rate out of 20 trials when used with visual MPC
conditioned on a human demo of the task. DVD trained with
human videos has about twice the success rate when leveraging
the diverse human dataset than when relying only on robot
videos. In particular, DVD trained with 6 tasks worth of human
videos succeeds over 65-70% of the time whereas robot only
succeeds at most 40%. We also observe that in general using
human videos from unrelated tasks improves over only using
human videos for the training tasks. Finally, we see qualitatively
in Figure 14 in Appendix C that DVD captures the functional
task being specified, in this case closing the door.

F. Ablation on Amount of Robot Data for Training
In our previous simulation experiments, we use 120 robot

demonstrations per task. While this is a manageable number
of robot demonstrations, it would be better to rely on fewer
demonstrations. Hence, we ablate on the number of robot
demonstrations used during training and evaluate environment
generalization. In Figure 9, we see that the performance of
DVD decreases by only a small margin when using as few
as 20 robot demonstrations per task. This suggests that by
leveraging the diversity in the human data, DVD can perform
well even with very little robot data.

Figure 9: Ablation on Amount of Robot Data Used for Training.
While using 120 robot demonstrations per task slightly benefits
performance over using only 20 or 40, DVD still performs comparably
with fewer robot demos.

V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an approach, domain-agnostic video discrimina-
tor (DVD), that leverages the diversity of “in-the-wild” human
videos to learn generalizable robotic reward functions. Our
experiments find that training with a large, diverse dataset of
human videos can significantly improve the reward function’s
ability to generalize to unseen tasks and environments, and
can be combined with visual MPC to solve tasks.

There are multiple limitations and directions for future work.
First, our method focuses only on learning reward functions
that generalize and does not learn a generalizable policy or
visual dynamics model directly. This is a necessary next step
to achieve agents that broadly generalize and is an exciting
direction for future work. Second, while limited in quantity,
our work assumes access to some robot demonstrations and
task labels for these demos and for all of the human videos.
Techniques that can sidestep the need for this supervision
would further enhance the scalability of DVD. Lastly, so far
we have only tested DVD on coarse tasks that don’t require
fine-grained manipulation. Designing more powerful visual
models and testing DVD with them on harder, more precise
tasks is another exciting direction for future work.



Experiments 3 (Prior work comparisons)

Method Close drawer Move faucet to right Push cup away from the camera Average

Random 20.00 (3.00) 9.00 (1.73) 32.33 (8.08) 20.44 (2.78)
Behavioral Cloning Policy 0.00 (0.00) 45.33 (38.84) 1.00 (0.00) 15.44 (12.95)

Concept2Robot 174-way classifier n/a n/a n/a n/a
DVD, Robot Only (Human Demo) 67.33 (4.51) 1.00 (1.00) 29.67 (0.58) 32.67 (1.53)
DVD, Robot Only (Robot Demo) 29.33 (14.99) 23.67 (1.53) 28.33 (0.58) 27.11 (5.23)
DVD, Robot + 3 Human Tasks 66.33 (6.03) 19.33 (0.58) 40.00 (6.93) 41.89 (3.10)
DVD, Robot + 6 Human Tasks 59.00 (5.29) 17.00 (7.94) 56.33 (11.06) 44.11 (1.39)
DVD, Robot + 9 Human Tasks 57.67 (0.58) 52.67 (1.15) 55.00 (5.57) 55.11 (2.04)
DVD, Robot + 12 Human Tasks 31.67 (9.02) 49.00 (6.24) 57.33 (2.08) 46.00 (2.60)

Table I: Task generalization results in the original environment. DVD trained with human videos performs significantly better on average
than with only robot videos, a baseline behavioral cloning policy, and random. We report the average success rate for all 3 target tasks,
computed over 3 seeds of 100 trials, as well as the standard deviation in parentheses.

Method (Out of 20 Trials) Test Env Test Env +
Unseen Task

Random 5 5
Concept2Robot 174-way classifier 4 n/a
DVD, Robot Only (Human Demo) 5 6
DVD, Robot Only (Robot Demo) 5 8
DVD, Robot + 2 Human Tasks 7 7
DVD, Robot + 6 Human Tasks 13 14
DVD, Robot + 9 Human Tasks 9 11
DVD, Robot + 12 Human Tasks 10 9

Table II: Env and task generalization results on a real robot.
We report successes out of 20 trials on a WidowX200 in an unseen
environment on two different tasks, one on closing a toy kitchen
door and another on moving a tissue box to the left. On both, DVD
performs significantly better when trained with human videos than
with only robot demonstrations.

tasks are “Closing Something” and “Pushing something left to
right” and the test tasks are “Closing Something” (seen) and
“Pushing something right to left” (unseen).

We compare DVD with varying amounts of human data to
only robot data and baselines in Table II, where we report
the success rate out of 20 trials when used with visual MPC
conditioned on a human demo of the task. DVD trained with
human videos has about twice the success rate when leveraging
the diverse human dataset than when relying only on robot
videos. In particular, DVD trained with 6 tasks worth of human
videos succeeds over 65-70% of the time whereas robot only
succeeds at most 40%. We also observe that in general using
human videos from unrelated tasks improves over only using
human videos for the training tasks. Finally, we see qualitatively
in Figure 14 in Appendix C that DVD captures the functional
task being specified, in this case closing the door.

F. Ablation on Amount of Robot Data for Training
In our previous simulation experiments, we use 120 robot

demonstrations per task. While this is a manageable number
of robot demonstrations, it would be better to rely on fewer
demonstrations. Hence, we ablate on the number of robot
demonstrations used during training and evaluate environment
generalization. In Figure 9, we see that the performance of
DVD decreases by only a small margin when using as few
as 20 robot demonstrations per task. This suggests that by
leveraging the diversity in the human data, DVD can perform
well even with very little robot data.

Figure 9: Ablation on Amount of Robot Data Used for Training.
While using 120 robot demonstrations per task slightly benefits
performance over using only 20 or 40, DVD still performs comparably
with fewer robot demos.

V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an approach, domain-agnostic video discrimina-
tor (DVD), that leverages the diversity of “in-the-wild” human
videos to learn generalizable robotic reward functions. Our
experiments find that training with a large, diverse dataset of
human videos can significantly improve the reward function’s
ability to generalize to unseen tasks and environments, and
can be combined with visual MPC to solve tasks.

There are multiple limitations and directions for future work.
First, our method focuses only on learning reward functions
that generalize and does not learn a generalizable policy or
visual dynamics model directly. This is a necessary next step
to achieve agents that broadly generalize and is an exciting
direction for future work. Second, while limited in quantity,
our work assumes access to some robot demonstrations and
task labels for these demos and for all of the human videos.
Techniques that can sidestep the need for this supervision
would further enhance the scalability of DVD. Lastly, so far
we have only tested DVD on coarse tasks that don’t require
fine-grained manipulation. Designing more powerful visual
models and testing DVD with them on harder, more precise
tasks is another exciting direction for future work.

• Concept2Robot: Human only data, no paired robot data.
• Behavior Cloning on 120 robot demonstrations.



Experiments 3 (Prior work comparisons)

• Concept2Robot: Human only 
data, no paired robot data.

• Behavior Cloning on 120 robot 
demonstrations.

something from right to left, (3) not moving any objects, as
well as varying amounts of human data. To again test how
human videos affect generalization, we compare the same
methods as in the previous experiment. Since we are testing
task generalization, all evaluation is in the training environment.

In the bottom section of Table I, we report the success rate
using DVD with varying amounts of human data, computed
over 3 randomized sets of 100 trials. Similar to the conclusions
of the environment generalization experiment, first we find
that training with human videos significantly improves task
generalization performance over using only robot videos (by
roughly 10% on average), even with the robot only comparison
conditioned on a robot demonstration. Given a human video
demonstration, Robot Only does well at closing the drawer,
but is completely unable to move the faucet to the right,
suggesting that it is by default moving to the same area of
the environment and is unable to actually distinguish tasks.
This is unsurprising considering the reward function is not
trained on any human videos. Second, we observe that on
average, including human videos for 6 unrelated human tasks
can significantly improve performance, leading to more than
a 20% gap over just training with robot videos, suggesting
that training with human videos from more unrelated tasks is
particularly helpful for task generalization.

D. Experiment 3: Prior Work Comparison
In this experiment, we study how effective DVD is compared

to other techniques for learning from in-the-wild human videos.
The most related work is Concept2Robot [43], which uses a
pretrained 174-way video classifier on only the Sth Sth V2
dataset (no robot videos) as a reward. Since this method is
not naturally conducive to one-shot imitation from a video
demonstration, during planning we follow the method used in
the original paper and take the classification score for the target
task from the predicted robot video as the reward (instead of
conditioning on a human video). Unlike the open-loop trajectory
generator used in the original paper, we use the same visual
MPC approach for selecting actions for a fair comparison of the
learned reward function; we expect the relative performance of
the reward functions to be agnostic to this choice. In addition,
we also compare to a demo-conditioned behavioral cloning
method, similar to what has been used in prior work [54, 3, 46].
We train this approach using behavior cloning on the 120 robot
demonstrations and their actions for 3 tasks conditioned on a
video demo of the task from either a robot or a human. See
Appendix A for more details on this comparison. We also
include a comparison to a random policy.

In Figure 8 we compare DVD with 6 human videos to these
prior methods on the environment generalization experiment
presented in Section IV-B. Across all environments, DVD
performs significantly better than all three comparisons on the
target tasks, and 20% better on average than the best-performing
other method. In Table I, we make the same comparison, now on
the experiment of task generalization presented in Section IV-C.
Since Concept2Robot is not demo-conditioned and is already
trained on all 174 possible human video tasks in the Sth Sth

Figure 8: Environment Generalization Prior Work Comparison.
Compared to Concept2Robot, the most relevant work leveraging “in-
the-wild” human videos, as well as a demo-conditioned behavioral
cloning policy and a random policy, DVD performs significantly better
across all environments, and over 20% better on average. Each bar
shows the average success rate over all 3 target tasks, computed over
3 seeds of 100 trials, with error bars denoting standard error.

V2 dataset, there is no natural method for testing generalization
to an unseen task specified by a human video. We see that
DVD outperforms both other baselines by over 30%.

First, DVD’s significant improvement over Concept2Robot
suggests that in learning reward functions which address the
human-domain robot gap, using some robot data, even in small
quantities, is important for good performance. Second, methods
like demo-conditioned behavior cloning likely require many
more robot demonstrations to learn good policies, as prior work
in demo-conditioned behavior cloning often use on the order
of thousands of demonstrations [46]. DVD on the other hand,
uses the demos only to learn a reward function and offloads
the behavior learning to visual MPC. Lastly, when examining
the performance of demo-conditioned behavioral cloning on
each individual task, we see the policy learns to ignore the
conditioning demo and mimics one trajectory for one of the
target tasks, doing well for only that task but completely failing
at other tasks, suggesting that the policy struggles to infer the
task from the visually diverse human videos.

E. Experiment 4: Real Robot Efficacy

To answer our last experimental question, we study how
DVD with human data enables better environment and task
generalization on a real WidowX200 robot. We consider a
similar setup as described in Sections IV-B and IV-C, where
DVD is now trained on 80 robot demos from each of 2 training
tasks in a training environment and human videos. Then during
testing, DVD is used as reward for visual MPC in an unseen
environment, performing both a seen and unseen task.

Specifically, in our real robot setup, the training environment
consists of a file cabinet, and in the testing environment, it is
replaced with a toy kitchen set (See Figure 5). The training



Experiments 4 (DVD on Real Robot)

Method Close drawer Move faucet to right Push cup away from the camera Average

Random 20.00 (3.00) 9.00 (1.73) 32.33 (8.08) 20.44 (2.78)
Behavioral Cloning Policy 0.00 (0.00) 45.33 (38.84) 1.00 (0.00) 15.44 (12.95)

Concept2Robot 174-way classifier n/a n/a n/a n/a
DVD, Robot Only (Human Demo) 67.33 (4.51) 1.00 (1.00) 29.67 (0.58) 32.67 (1.53)
DVD, Robot Only (Robot Demo) 29.33 (14.99) 23.67 (1.53) 28.33 (0.58) 27.11 (5.23)
DVD, Robot + 3 Human Tasks 66.33 (6.03) 19.33 (0.58) 40.00 (6.93) 41.89 (3.10)
DVD, Robot + 6 Human Tasks 59.00 (5.29) 17.00 (7.94) 56.33 (11.06) 44.11 (1.39)
DVD, Robot + 9 Human Tasks 57.67 (0.58) 52.67 (1.15) 55.00 (5.57) 55.11 (2.04)
DVD, Robot + 12 Human Tasks 31.67 (9.02) 49.00 (6.24) 57.33 (2.08) 46.00 (2.60)

Table I: Task generalization results in the original environment. DVD trained with human videos performs significantly better on average
than with only robot videos, a baseline behavioral cloning policy, and random. We report the average success rate for all 3 target tasks,
computed over 3 seeds of 100 trials, as well as the standard deviation in parentheses.

Method (Out of 20 Trials) Test Env Test Env +
Unseen Task

Random 5 5
Concept2Robot 174-way classifier 4 n/a
DVD, Robot Only (Human Demo) 5 6
DVD, Robot Only (Robot Demo) 5 8
DVD, Robot + 2 Human Tasks 7 7
DVD, Robot + 6 Human Tasks 13 14
DVD, Robot + 9 Human Tasks 9 11
DVD, Robot + 12 Human Tasks 10 9

Table II: Env and task generalization results on a real robot.
We report successes out of 20 trials on a WidowX200 in an unseen
environment on two different tasks, one on closing a toy kitchen
door and another on moving a tissue box to the left. On both, DVD
performs significantly better when trained with human videos than
with only robot demonstrations.

tasks are “Closing Something” and “Pushing something left to
right” and the test tasks are “Closing Something” (seen) and
“Pushing something right to left” (unseen).

We compare DVD with varying amounts of human data to
only robot data and baselines in Table II, where we report
the success rate out of 20 trials when used with visual MPC
conditioned on a human demo of the task. DVD trained with
human videos has about twice the success rate when leveraging
the diverse human dataset than when relying only on robot
videos. In particular, DVD trained with 6 tasks worth of human
videos succeeds over 65-70% of the time whereas robot only
succeeds at most 40%. We also observe that in general using
human videos from unrelated tasks improves over only using
human videos for the training tasks. Finally, we see qualitatively
in Figure 14 in Appendix C that DVD captures the functional
task being specified, in this case closing the door.

F. Ablation on Amount of Robot Data for Training
In our previous simulation experiments, we use 120 robot

demonstrations per task. While this is a manageable number
of robot demonstrations, it would be better to rely on fewer
demonstrations. Hence, we ablate on the number of robot
demonstrations used during training and evaluate environment
generalization. In Figure 9, we see that the performance of
DVD decreases by only a small margin when using as few
as 20 robot demonstrations per task. This suggests that by
leveraging the diversity in the human data, DVD can perform
well even with very little robot data.

Figure 9: Ablation on Amount of Robot Data Used for Training.
While using 120 robot demonstrations per task slightly benefits
performance over using only 20 or 40, DVD still performs comparably
with fewer robot demos.

V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an approach, domain-agnostic video discrimina-
tor (DVD), that leverages the diversity of “in-the-wild” human
videos to learn generalizable robotic reward functions. Our
experiments find that training with a large, diverse dataset of
human videos can significantly improve the reward function’s
ability to generalize to unseen tasks and environments, and
can be combined with visual MPC to solve tasks.

There are multiple limitations and directions for future work.
First, our method focuses only on learning reward functions
that generalize and does not learn a generalizable policy or
visual dynamics model directly. This is a necessary next step
to achieve agents that broadly generalize and is an exciting
direction for future work. Second, while limited in quantity,
our work assumes access to some robot demonstrations and
task labels for these demos and for all of the human videos.
Techniques that can sidestep the need for this supervision
would further enhance the scalability of DVD. Lastly, so far
we have only tested DVD on coarse tasks that don’t require
fine-grained manipulation. Designing more powerful visual
models and testing DVD with them on harder, more precise
tasks is another exciting direction for future work.



Experiments 5 (Ablation)

Method Close drawer Move faucet to right Push cup away from the camera Average

Random 20.00 (3.00) 9.00 (1.73) 32.33 (8.08) 20.44 (2.78)
Behavioral Cloning Policy 0.00 (0.00) 45.33 (38.84) 1.00 (0.00) 15.44 (12.95)

Concept2Robot 174-way classifier n/a n/a n/a n/a
DVD, Robot Only (Human Demo) 67.33 (4.51) 1.00 (1.00) 29.67 (0.58) 32.67 (1.53)
DVD, Robot Only (Robot Demo) 29.33 (14.99) 23.67 (1.53) 28.33 (0.58) 27.11 (5.23)
DVD, Robot + 3 Human Tasks 66.33 (6.03) 19.33 (0.58) 40.00 (6.93) 41.89 (3.10)
DVD, Robot + 6 Human Tasks 59.00 (5.29) 17.00 (7.94) 56.33 (11.06) 44.11 (1.39)
DVD, Robot + 9 Human Tasks 57.67 (0.58) 52.67 (1.15) 55.00 (5.57) 55.11 (2.04)
DVD, Robot + 12 Human Tasks 31.67 (9.02) 49.00 (6.24) 57.33 (2.08) 46.00 (2.60)

Table I: Task generalization results in the original environment. DVD trained with human videos performs significantly better on average
than with only robot videos, a baseline behavioral cloning policy, and random. We report the average success rate for all 3 target tasks,
computed over 3 seeds of 100 trials, as well as the standard deviation in parentheses.

Method (Out of 20 Trials) Test Env Test Env +
Unseen Task

Random 5 5
Concept2Robot 174-way classifier 4 n/a
DVD, Robot Only (Human Demo) 5 6
DVD, Robot Only (Robot Demo) 5 8
DVD, Robot + 2 Human Tasks 7 7
DVD, Robot + 6 Human Tasks 13 14
DVD, Robot + 9 Human Tasks 9 11
DVD, Robot + 12 Human Tasks 10 9

Table II: Env and task generalization results on a real robot.
We report successes out of 20 trials on a WidowX200 in an unseen
environment on two different tasks, one on closing a toy kitchen
door and another on moving a tissue box to the left. On both, DVD
performs significantly better when trained with human videos than
with only robot demonstrations.

tasks are “Closing Something” and “Pushing something left to
right” and the test tasks are “Closing Something” (seen) and
“Pushing something right to left” (unseen).

We compare DVD with varying amounts of human data to
only robot data and baselines in Table II, where we report
the success rate out of 20 trials when used with visual MPC
conditioned on a human demo of the task. DVD trained with
human videos has about twice the success rate when leveraging
the diverse human dataset than when relying only on robot
videos. In particular, DVD trained with 6 tasks worth of human
videos succeeds over 65-70% of the time whereas robot only
succeeds at most 40%. We also observe that in general using
human videos from unrelated tasks improves over only using
human videos for the training tasks. Finally, we see qualitatively
in Figure 14 in Appendix C that DVD captures the functional
task being specified, in this case closing the door.

F. Ablation on Amount of Robot Data for Training
In our previous simulation experiments, we use 120 robot

demonstrations per task. While this is a manageable number
of robot demonstrations, it would be better to rely on fewer
demonstrations. Hence, we ablate on the number of robot
demonstrations used during training and evaluate environment
generalization. In Figure 9, we see that the performance of
DVD decreases by only a small margin when using as few
as 20 robot demonstrations per task. This suggests that by
leveraging the diversity in the human data, DVD can perform
well even with very little robot data.

Figure 9: Ablation on Amount of Robot Data Used for Training.
While using 120 robot demonstrations per task slightly benefits
performance over using only 20 or 40, DVD still performs comparably
with fewer robot demos.

V. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an approach, domain-agnostic video discrimina-
tor (DVD), that leverages the diversity of “in-the-wild” human
videos to learn generalizable robotic reward functions. Our
experiments find that training with a large, diverse dataset of
human videos can significantly improve the reward function’s
ability to generalize to unseen tasks and environments, and
can be combined with visual MPC to solve tasks.

There are multiple limitations and directions for future work.
First, our method focuses only on learning reward functions
that generalize and does not learn a generalizable policy or
visual dynamics model directly. This is a necessary next step
to achieve agents that broadly generalize and is an exciting
direction for future work. Second, while limited in quantity,
our work assumes access to some robot demonstrations and
task labels for these demos and for all of the human videos.
Techniques that can sidestep the need for this supervision
would further enhance the scalability of DVD. Lastly, so far
we have only tested DVD on coarse tasks that don’t require
fine-grained manipulation. Designing more powerful visual
models and testing DVD with them on harder, more precise
tasks is another exciting direction for future work.


